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AUTUMN TIME IS CUDDLING TIME – THE COZIEST
HOTELS FOR DULL DAYS

© Berghotel Rehlegg

After a long and sunny summer, autumn days can be quite dark and dreary. But when we cuddle in front of

the fireplace after a visit of the sauna listening to the rain patter against the windows, fall is not bad at all.

SNUGGLING WITH MOUNTAIN VIEW
At Berghotel Rehlegg late summer is wonderful: enjoy swimming in the panorama-indoor pool or in the

heated outdoor pool with a gorgeous view of the majestic Watzmann, Göll, and Brett as well as the

Hochkalter. The climate-positive hotel is located amidst the heart of the Alpine National Park

Berchtesgaden and after a hike through the autumn woods, the Almwies’n Spa attracts the guests with

treatments based on regional medicinal plants and herbal mixtures. All you have to do is decide: should be a

massage with beeswax from the hotel’s own beekeeping or do you prefer a herbal stamp massage?

RELAXATION CLOSE TO NATURE AT AN ADULTS-ONLY REFUGE
In the sun-spoilt Vinschgau in South Tyrol, autumn displays its most brilliant colors and lures us into nature

around the vegan Biotique Hotel LA VIMEA. Yoga on the wooden deck in the morning, a walk in the nature

park at noon and a visit of the small forest sauna in the evening – pure relaxation! The LA VIMEA is vegan

with a holistic approach which means sustainable and vegan at all levels, be it the food, furniture,

architecture or the general lifestyle. Whether spring or fall, a special highlight all year long is the creative

kitchen. Regional, seasonal and purely vegan – and always delicious.

The perfect place for every weather: the forest sauna Biotique-Hotel LA VIMEA! © LA VIMEA

ACTIVE HOLIDAY & WELL-EARNED TRANQUILITY
In our stressful everyday life, we often miss spending time with our partners. At Naturhotel Outside in the

Alps, you can catch up and spend some quality time together. Embedded in the picturesque landscape of the

Nationalpark Hohe Tauern, your sustainably designed room provides you with a fabulous view over the

mountain scenery. At the Nature Spa, you can also try out regional specialties such as a goat milk bath, herb

wraps, a Glacier Peeling or the East Tyrolean Hay Bath.

“A place in the middle of outside, where we can feel ourselves again, relax
calmly, enjoy the regional ingredients that have been turned into delicious
meals, and meet people that are good for us.” Naturhotel Outside

Enjoy the breathtaking scenery from the bedroom over the Alps of East Tyrol. © Naturhotel Outside / Andre

Schoenherr

REFUGE FOR EVERYBODY SEEKING RELAXATION
The Refugium Lindenwirt lives up to his name: it is located in the Bavarian Forest and a vacation at the eco-

hotel stands for well-being and regeneration. The offer of the spa reaches from classical massages to beauty

treatments and nutrition counseling as well as detoxification programs and special wellness offers for

children. You are welcome to spend a lovely time not only with your partner but with the whole family and

you can stay in one of the family apartments. Still in a bad mood because of the autumnal weather? We

recommend the Hawaiian Lomi Lomi massage and the sanarium with light therapy – autumn fatigue really

does not stand a chance!

Relax in the huge spa and wellness area of © Refugim Lindenwirt

TIME FOR TWO IN THE SACRED VALLEY OF THE INCAS
You want to travel far this fall? Then make yourself comfortable at the Inkaterra Hacienda Urubamba! The

eco-hotel lies nestled among the red-shimmering mountains in the Urubamba Valley in the Cusco region. In

the Sacred Valley of the Incas you can indulge yourself in the Mayu Spa – and even pick the herbs for your

treatments yourself in the “Healing Garden “. The area around Hacienda Urubamba is a paradise for eco-

friendly adventure sports, and also offers some of the most incredible Inca sites and beautiful scenery,

picturesque villages, folk arts, and crafts, as well as the authenticity of Peru that traveler come searching

for. After an exciting day, you snuggle up in front of your own fireplace and enjoy the view of the

shimmering, red mountains.

Enjoy the view over the Sacred Valley of the Incas and the delicious Peruvian food at Inkaterra Hacienda

Urubamba  © Inkaterra
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around the vegan Biotique Hotel LA VIMEA. Yoga on the wooden deck in the morning, a walk in the nature

park at noon and a visit of the small forest sauna in the evening – pure relaxation! The LA VIMEA is vegan

with a holistic approach which means sustainable and vegan at all levels, be it the food, furniture,

architecture or the general lifestyle. Whether spring or fall, a special highlight all year long is the creative

kitchen. Regional, seasonal and purely vegan – and always delicious.

The perfect place for every weather: the forest sauna Biotique-Hotel LA VIMEA! © LA VIMEA

ACTIVE HOLIDAY & WELL-EARNED TRANQUILITY
In our stressful everyday life, we often miss spending time with our partners. At Naturhotel Outside in the

Alps, you can catch up and spend some quality time together. Embedded in the picturesque landscape of the

Nationalpark Hohe Tauern, your sustainably designed room provides you with a fabulous view over the

mountain scenery. At the Nature Spa, you can also try out regional specialties such as a goat milk bath, herb

wraps, a Glacier Peeling or the East Tyrolean Hay Bath.

“A place in the middle of outside, where we can feel ourselves again, relax
calmly, enjoy the regional ingredients that have been turned into delicious
meals, and meet people that are good for us.” Naturhotel Outside

Enjoy the breathtaking scenery from the bedroom over the Alps of East Tyrol. © Naturhotel Outside / Andre
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treatments and nutrition counseling as well as detoxification programs and special wellness offers for

children. You are welcome to spend a lovely time not only with your partner but with the whole family and

you can stay in one of the family apartments. Still in a bad mood because of the autumnal weather? We

recommend the Hawaiian Lomi Lomi massage and the sanarium with light therapy – autumn fatigue really

does not stand a chance!
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picturesque villages, folk arts, and crafts, as well as the authenticity of Peru that traveler come searching
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After a long and sunny summer, autumn days can be quite dark and dreary. But when we cuddle in front of

the fireplace after a visit of the sauna listening to the rain patter against the windows, fall is not bad at all.

SNUGGLING WITH MOUNTAIN VIEW
At Berghotel Rehlegg late summer is wonderful: enjoy swimming in the panorama-indoor pool or in the

heated outdoor pool with a gorgeous view of the majestic Watzmann, Göll, and Brett as well as the

Hochkalter. The climate-positive hotel is located amidst the heart of the Alpine National Park

Berchtesgaden and after a hike through the autumn woods, the Almwies’n Spa attracts the guests with

treatments based on regional medicinal plants and herbal mixtures. All you have to do is decide: should be a

massage with beeswax from the hotel’s own beekeeping or do you prefer a herbal stamp massage?

RELAXATION CLOSE TO NATURE AT AN ADULTS-ONLY REFUGE
In the sun-spoilt Vinschgau in South Tyrol, autumn displays its most brilliant colors and lures us into nature

around the vegan Biotique Hotel LA VIMEA. Yoga on the wooden deck in the morning, a walk in the nature

park at noon and a visit of the small forest sauna in the evening – pure relaxation! The LA VIMEA is vegan

with a holistic approach which means sustainable and vegan at all levels, be it the food, furniture,

architecture or the general lifestyle. Whether spring or fall, a special highlight all year long is the creative

kitchen. Regional, seasonal and purely vegan – and always delicious.

The perfect place for every weather: the forest sauna Biotique-Hotel LA VIMEA! © LA VIMEA

ACTIVE HOLIDAY & WELL-EARNED TRANQUILITY
In our stressful everyday life, we often miss spending time with our partners. At Naturhotel Outside in the

Alps, you can catch up and spend some quality time together. Embedded in the picturesque landscape of the

Nationalpark Hohe Tauern, your sustainably designed room provides you with a fabulous view over the

mountain scenery. At the Nature Spa, you can also try out regional specialties such as a goat milk bath, herb

wraps, a Glacier Peeling or the East Tyrolean Hay Bath.

“A place in the middle of outside, where we can feel ourselves again, relax
calmly, enjoy the regional ingredients that have been turned into delicious
meals, and meet people that are good for us.” Naturhotel Outside

Enjoy the breathtaking scenery from the bedroom over the Alps of East Tyrol. © Naturhotel Outside / Andre

Schoenherr

REFUGE FOR EVERYBODY SEEKING RELAXATION
The Refugium Lindenwirt lives up to his name: it is located in the Bavarian Forest and a vacation at the eco-

hotel stands for well-being and regeneration. The offer of the spa reaches from classical massages to beauty

treatments and nutrition counseling as well as detoxification programs and special wellness offers for

children. You are welcome to spend a lovely time not only with your partner but with the whole family and

you can stay in one of the family apartments. Still in a bad mood because of the autumnal weather? We

recommend the Hawaiian Lomi Lomi massage and the sanarium with light therapy – autumn fatigue really

does not stand a chance!

Relax in the huge spa and wellness area of © Refugim Lindenwirt

TIME FOR TWO IN THE SACRED VALLEY OF THE INCAS
You want to travel far this fall? Then make yourself comfortable at the Inkaterra Hacienda Urubamba! The

eco-hotel lies nestled among the red-shimmering mountains in the Urubamba Valley in the Cusco region. In

the Sacred Valley of the Incas you can indulge yourself in the Mayu Spa – and even pick the herbs for your

treatments yourself in the “Healing Garden “. The area around Hacienda Urubamba is a paradise for eco-

friendly adventure sports, and also offers some of the most incredible Inca sites and beautiful scenery,

picturesque villages, folk arts, and crafts, as well as the authenticity of Peru that traveler come searching

for. After an exciting day, you snuggle up in front of your own fireplace and enjoy the view of the

shimmering, red mountains.

Enjoy the view over the Sacred Valley of the Incas and the delicious Peruvian food at Inkaterra Hacienda

Urubamba  © Inkaterra
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AUTUMN TIME IS CUDDLING TIME – THE COZIEST
HOTELS FOR DULL DAYS

© Berghotel Rehlegg

After a long and sunny summer, autumn days can be quite dark and dreary. But when we cuddle in front of

the fireplace after a visit of the sauna listening to the rain patter against the windows, fall is not bad at all.

SNUGGLING WITH MOUNTAIN VIEW
At Berghotel Rehlegg late summer is wonderful: enjoy swimming in the panorama-indoor pool or in the

heated outdoor pool with a gorgeous view of the majestic Watzmann, Göll, and Brett as well as the

Hochkalter. The climate-positive hotel is located amidst the heart of the Alpine National Park

Berchtesgaden and after a hike through the autumn woods, the Almwies’n Spa attracts the guests with

treatments based on regional medicinal plants and herbal mixtures. All you have to do is decide: should be a

massage with beeswax from the hotel’s own beekeeping or do you prefer a herbal stamp massage?

RELAXATION CLOSE TO NATURE AT AN ADULTS-ONLY REFUGE
In the sun-spoilt Vinschgau in South Tyrol, autumn displays its most brilliant colors and lures us into nature

around the vegan Biotique Hotel LA VIMEA. Yoga on the wooden deck in the morning, a walk in the nature

park at noon and a visit of the small forest sauna in the evening – pure relaxation! The LA VIMEA is vegan

with a holistic approach which means sustainable and vegan at all levels, be it the food, furniture,

architecture or the general lifestyle. Whether spring or fall, a special highlight all year long is the creative

kitchen. Regional, seasonal and purely vegan – and always delicious.

The perfect place for every weather: the forest sauna Biotique-Hotel LA VIMEA! © LA VIMEA

ACTIVE HOLIDAY & WELL-EARNED TRANQUILITY
In our stressful everyday life, we often miss spending time with our partners. At Naturhotel Outside in the

Alps, you can catch up and spend some quality time together. Embedded in the picturesque landscape of the

Nationalpark Hohe Tauern, your sustainably designed room provides you with a fabulous view over the

mountain scenery. At the Nature Spa, you can also try out regional specialties such as a goat milk bath, herb

wraps, a Glacier Peeling or the East Tyrolean Hay Bath.

“A place in the middle of outside, where we can feel ourselves again, relax
calmly, enjoy the regional ingredients that have been turned into delicious
meals, and meet people that are good for us.” Naturhotel Outside

Enjoy the breathtaking scenery from the bedroom over the Alps of East Tyrol. © Naturhotel Outside / Andre

Schoenherr

REFUGE FOR EVERYBODY SEEKING RELAXATION
The Refugium Lindenwirt lives up to his name: it is located in the Bavarian Forest and a vacation at the eco-

hotel stands for well-being and regeneration. The offer of the spa reaches from classical massages to beauty

treatments and nutrition counseling as well as detoxification programs and special wellness offers for

children. You are welcome to spend a lovely time not only with your partner but with the whole family and

you can stay in one of the family apartments. Still in a bad mood because of the autumnal weather? We

recommend the Hawaiian Lomi Lomi massage and the sanarium with light therapy – autumn fatigue really

does not stand a chance!

Relax in the huge spa and wellness area of © Refugim Lindenwirt

TIME FOR TWO IN THE SACRED VALLEY OF THE INCAS
You want to travel far this fall? Then make yourself comfortable at the Inkaterra Hacienda Urubamba! The

eco-hotel lies nestled among the red-shimmering mountains in the Urubamba Valley in the Cusco region. In

the Sacred Valley of the Incas you can indulge yourself in the Mayu Spa – and even pick the herbs for your

treatments yourself in the “Healing Garden “. The area around Hacienda Urubamba is a paradise for eco-

friendly adventure sports, and also offers some of the most incredible Inca sites and beautiful scenery,

picturesque villages, folk arts, and crafts, as well as the authenticity of Peru that traveler come searching

for. After an exciting day, you snuggle up in front of your own fireplace and enjoy the view of the

shimmering, red mountains.

Enjoy the view over the Sacred Valley of the Incas and the delicious Peruvian food at Inkaterra Hacienda

Urubamba  © Inkaterra
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